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I am back again to share some splendid overheard moments of autonomous think-
ing from some of Denison’s best and brightest discerning moral agents. This is the 

product of a first-class liberal arts education.

“Everyone here is confused”

“Wait is Beta an actual frat? I thought it was like a joke thing?”

“You’re a stupid fucking racist and you should die” (coment made during a class 
discussion)

“I feel the world. The world is feeling me and I am feeling it”

“Why don’t women get to wear watches?”

“Thank god they have paper straws”

“Driving across the mud and running from the cops, now that is the power of 
a Honda civic”

“Us as little souls one day decided to enter babies”

“You’re outing yourself hard”

“I feel like beer would be good for your hair”

“I’m skipping my class, is that bad?”

If I see anyone with a tail I’m immediately yanking it”

“Take some, give some, but have a happy life”

“I need a bottle of water, 100 beers and a joint”

“Give me a cigarette, garçon”

“Everyday that you wait is a day that you, fuckin’ you got, uh”

“I’d cut my titty off and then eat that first because breast meat is my favorite”

EAVES DROPPIN’

- Anonymous
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Staff “Endearing Nicknames <3” Box

THE FOLLOWING OPINIONS MAY BE CONSIDERED CONTROVERSIAL. WHILE 
THEY ARE ALL THE CORRECT OPINION TO HAVE, READERS COULD DISAGREE 
AND IN TURN HAVE A VERY STRONG REACTION. THAT SAID, THE WRITER OF 
THIS ARTICLE IS VERY SENSITIVE AND COULD NOT TAKE ANYONE IN A FIGHT.  
PLEASE DO NOT PHYSICALLY ATTACK HER EVEN IF YOU FEEL PROVOKED. 

GILMORE GIRLS IS A BAD SHOW. I will never stop talking about this until the day that 
I die. They talk too fast, and none of the characters are likable (except Melissa McCarthy). 
Every time my mom watches it I just feel a wave of irritation wash over me and am filled with 
an overwhelming rage. If I ever go to prison for murder, know that the person I killed tried to 
make me watch Gilmore Girls. 

I LITERALLY COULDN’T CARE LESS ABOUT WHETHER OR NOT A HOT DOG 
IS A SANDWICH. If you ever even think about asking me I will break out in a cold sweat 
and run as far away from you as possible, because obviously you’ve never had an original 
thought. It’s the stupidest question in the entire world.  

ACAPELLA IS ACA-AWESOME! Am I only saying this because I’m in acapella? Maybe. 
But also, have you SEEN the Hilltopper uniforms?????? (Plus DUWOP is very hot and sexy. I 
am not biased at all.) 

CAMPUS IS NOT FULL OF NPC’S. I know this one’s crazy, but hear me out. Maybe life 
is just…. normal. It’s a scary thought. But maybe you’re not at the center of the universe, and 
The Truman Show is just a movie, and humans are actually all complex multi-faceted beings! 

MIDNIGHTS WAS BAD. Someone had to say it, guys! I understand that Taylor is an “artist” 
and she’s “expressing herself”, but are you kidding me? Cat eye sharp enough to kill a man? If 
anyone else had written that it would be ridiculed to no end. Sometimes I feel like everybody 
is a sexy baby? I hear you saying it’s a 30 Rock reference. That’s no excuse. She is a grown 
woman. 

IS THIS WHAT AN OP-ED IS?!

-Micah Stromsoe DeLorenzo, 
So Controversial, Yet So Brave

ALTERNATE LOCATIONS FOR THE KAPPA 
KAPPA GAMMA FORMAL THIS FRIDAY

The Bio Reserve: While you might be balking at the idea of an outdoor venue for late October, think 
of the magic that would be under the stars. LEDs hanging between trees would create the perfect at-
mosphere. Plus having live deer come through your snack station would be sooo Snow White. Having 
the open sky might be a little burned-out-roof-of-the-Buxton-Inn triggering, but hey, KLAM.

The Airplane Hanger Gym in the Mitchell Athletic Center: Sporty, spacious, and elegant! You 
won’t get Rico Nasty this time but you can rent out the basketballs and tennis rackets if you get bored. 
Varsity weight lifting room is fair game.

The Barney Davis Boardroom: A building that also has a history of burning down!

The Moonies: you get the Moonies and $500.

The Bullsheet Office: We can fit at least seven or eight people in here, so that should be 
enough space. If the party is too rowdy we can have people take turns going in and out of the office 
and lobby. Fifteen minutes max. The Denisonian is off limits.

King Hall: Only the gutted part. There should be plenty of room for a dance floor 
thanks to the construction. Good luck finding parking. DO NOT inhale the sawdust.

- Claire and Griffin,
Party Planners


